Nothing first that the class of all radicals for associative rings forms a lattice under a natural ordering, we show that several important subclasses, including the class of hereditary radicals, form sublattices. We give an example showing that the special radicals do not form a sublattice even though they form a complete lattice under the same ordering.
After we have studied various lattice-theoretic properties of our main lattices, showing, in particular, that the lattice of hereditary radicals is Brouwerian, we determine the atoms of that lattice and show that it has no dual atoms by computations with free rings. We characterize pseudocomplements in the lattice of hereditary radicals and give partial results toward determining which radicals of that lattice are complemented.
We note that W. G. Leavitt [13] has remarked on some of the properties of meet and join radicals in the category of non-associative rings. We work in the category of all associative rings because of the pathology of radical theory in more general categories. (See for example [5] .)
For definitions and elementary properties of radicals, see [8] or [12] . The latters α, β, •••will denote radicals, λ, μ, •••ordinals. 1* The Lattice of All Radicals. The results of this section are essentially a reformulation of Leavitt's work in lattice-theoretic language.
The collection of all radicals can be partially ordered by defining a ^ β if a(R) <Ξ β(R) for all rings R. This is equivalent to the statement that all <2-radical rings are /3-radical, or that all ^-semisimple rings are <2-semisimple.
Let & a denote the class of all α-radical rings, and ,i/« the class of all α-semisimple rings. If & is a radical class, let a y? denote the radical associated with t^, and if .5^ is a semisimple class, let a denote the radical associated with SK PROPOSITION 1. The class of all radicals forms a complete lattice, where for any collection {a^i &1 of radicals, the semisimple class of the join is Γ\ i ,^ζ i and the radical class of the meet is Γ\i.^a.. Proof. Leavitt [13] has shown that Γ\^9ζ t is a semisimple class and Πi^i is a radical class. They clearly are the join and meet respectively of {a^i Bl . We note here that the collection of all radicals is not a set. There are at least two distinct radicals for each partition of the class of all simple rings [12] , hence the collection of radicals does not have a cardinal number. Nevertheless, we refer to the collection of all radicals as a lattice.
We will denote the join of a collection of radicals {a { } by ya { and the meet by LEMMA Proof. For the "only if" see [13] . The converse is trivial since Iμ+JIμ is V ^-radical and radical classes are closed under extensions and unions. LEMMA 3. (Aa^iR) = 0 if and only if there is a descending chain of ideals {I μ } such that I Q = R, I, t /I μ+1 is a Γ semisimple for some a iy I u = Γ\ μ< vlμ if v is a limit ordinal, and f\ μ I μ = 0.
Proof. For the "only if" see [13] . The converse is clear. Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 1. 2* Properties preserved by meet and join. In this section we study properties of radicals that are preserved under meet and join, thereby obtaining several sublattices of the lattice of all radicals. PROPOSITION 
The class of all hereditary radicals is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all radicals.
Proof. Leavitt [13] has shown that the meet of hereditary radicals is hereditary; hence we need only show the join is hereditary. Let {cXi} be a collection of hereditary radicals and suppose (\fa^)(I) -0 where ί is a large ideal of a ring R. a^I) -0 for each a^ Since cti is hereditary, a { (R) -0 by [3, theorem 3.1] . Hence (S/a^R) = 0 by Proposition 1 which implies ya { is hereditary by [3, theorem 3.1] . E. P. Armendariz has completely determined all those hereditary radicals which are below the Baer lower radical [4] . Such a radical a is the lower radical determined by the zero ring ®^p eQ Z p where Q is a set of primes and Z p is the integers modulo p with the zero multiplication. From this characterization it is clear that the lattice of hereditary radicals strictly below the Baer lower radical is isomorphic to the lattice of all subsets of a countably infinite set.
DEFINITION.
A radical a is said to satisfy the matrix equality if a(R n ) = (a(R)) n for all rings R, where R n denotes the n x n matrix ring with entries in R.
Proof. Immediate. LEMMA 7. If a is a radical, then a(R n ) -I n for some ideal I of R for every ring R, Proof. Embed R as an ideal in a ring S with 1. R n is then an ideal of S n and hence a(R n ) is an ideal of S n [8, Theorem 47] . Since Shas 1, a{R n ) = I n for some ideal / of S. a(R n ) g R n , hence /gi?. Proof. That (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3) is clear. To prove (3) implies (1), we note that a(R/a(R)) -0, hence a(RJ(a(R)) n ) = a((R/a(R)) n ) = 0 . Therefore, a{R n ) Q (a(R)) n . Also, a(R n ) = I n for some ideal I of R by LEMMA 7. Therefore, a((R/I) n ) = a{RJI n ) = 0, which implies a(R/I) -0 by (3). This implies that 7 3 a(R). PROPOSITION 9 . The class of all radicals which satisfy the matrix equality is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all radicals.
Proof. Let {αj be a collection of radicals which satisfy the matrix equality. We must show that A^i an d V^; satisfy the matrix equality. If (f^a^R) -R, then R is α r radical, hence R % is αr r radical, for each a { . Therefore (Λ<*«)(Λ ) = #•• Similarly. (Λ^)(i?J -R n implies (Λ α t)(-B) = •#; hence Λ^; satisfies the matrix equality by Lemma 8 if each a t does. In the same way, (V #<)(#) = 0, if and only if {\/a % )(R n ) = 0, and again by Lemma 8, V^i satisfies the matrix equality.
We recall the following definition of Andrunakievic [2] . A class of rings ,Γ/? is special if (1) Every ring in . x" is prime.
(2) Any nonzero ideal of a ring of /// is in c ./f.
If A is a nonzero ideal of a ring R and A is in J2^, then K/A* is in Ji? where A* denotes the annihilator of A in K.
A radical a is special if there exists a special class S/f such that a is the upper radical of £ί p .
Let ^^ be a class of rings such that if R is in . /f and / is a nonzero ideal of JS, / has a nonzero homomorphic image in ^y/ί. We will denote by "2/(^//) the upper radical determined by Λίί.
We now extend Theorem 2 of [15] to infinite unions. LEMMA 
Let {.£<} he a collection of classes of rings such that if R is in ,<y iQ and I is a nonzero ideal of R, I has a nonzero homo-
If Λ is Λ^(J^)-radical, then i2 does not have a nonzero homomorphic image in ,s^ for each i, and hence in Ui'-^ί Therefore R is //(U-i^)-radical. PROPOSITION Although the special radicals form a lattice, it is not a sublattice of the lattice of all radicals, as the following example shows.
c F n c be a countably infinite increasing sequence of nonisomorphic fields. Let P be the direct product ΠΓ=/i of the fields. Let R <Ξ P be those elements (/J of P for which there is a finite sequence a l9 α w with α^ in Fi for which /t = ttt(modn)' R is clearly a subring of P. Let (a i9 •••, α Λ ) denote such an element (/J. We now show that every prime ideal / of R is maximal. Consider R/I and suppose (α x , •• , αj is not in I.
Let
is not in / since / is prime, (αA, •••, a w 6 n ) is idempotent and hence must be the identity modulo /. Therefore Rjl is a field and / is maximal. Define A and B inductively as follows: Let 1 be in A and 2 be in B. After n steps, let the next n + 1 positive integers be in A and the next n 4-1 after that be in B. Let A -Fi\ i is in A] and ,<^ = {F^: i is in J5}. .$/ and ^ are clearly special classes. R is a subdirect sum of rings in ,^/; for if [2, p. 195 ], hence of semisimple fields. All fields are radical, hence '//(.$/) V //(&) is not special.
The above example gives another example of a hypernilpotent radical which is not special [18] .
Let Sf be a class of rings. Let ί /r ? {,sy\) denote the lower radical determined by S/l [12] . In the same vein as Lemma 10, we have LEMMA 13. If {. x} are classes of rings, then Proo/. ...^ £ Ut'M for each ΐ, hence .2 ? (,>/;;) ^ .2 (U--4) and V^'C^O ^ ,i^(U^e^) Also Ui.s^l is contained in the radical class of y/i^ (,s>A) , hence S^(\J<M) ^ Vi r ϊ%M)* Let 2>(#) and g(α ) be polynomials with integer coefficients. A ring R is said to be (p q) regular if for each r in R, r = p(r)sq(r) for some s in R. The (p q) regular rings form a radical class [17] for each p and q. It is immediate from [17, Theorem 3] that the semiprime (^ g)-radicals are preserved under finite meets. Musser has shown [17, Theorem 7] that the linear semiprime (p, g)-radicals form a lattice. It is immediate from his proof that this is a sublattice of the lattice of all radicals. We state this as PROPOSITION 14 (Musser). The linear semiprime (p;q)-radicals form a sublattice of the lattice of all radicals.
3. Properties of the lattices. In this section, we study elementary lattice theoretic properties of some of the lattices of the previous section. We show in particular that the lattice of all radicals is not even modular, but that the lattice of all hereditary radicals is 212 ROBERT L. SNIDER Brouwerian but not dually Brouwerian.
EXAMPLE. Let a denote the Jacobson radical, β the (x; 1) radical r and 7 the (x; x) radical (von Neumann regularity). It is clear that 7^/3. If Z± is the integers mod 4, we have (7 
Thia shows that the lattice of all radicals is not modular.
We recall [6] , that a lattice Jzf is Brouwerian if for any two elements a and b of j?f, there exists a largest element c such that a A c <^ b. PROPOSITION 15. The lattice of hereditary radicals forms a Brouwerian lattice.
Proof. Since the lattice of hereditary radicals is complete, we need only prove the infinite distributive law a A (VA) = V (a A oc^f [6] . In any lattice we have αΛ(V»α»)^ V {oc A cή-Suppose now that (a A (V #*))(#) = R for some ring R. R is then V ^-radical and hence there exists a chain {I μ } of ideals of R satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2. R is also α-radical. Since a is hereditary, we have Iμ+JIμ is α-radical, hence a A ^-radical, for some a { . Lemma 2 then gives us that R is Vΐ (pc A ^-radical. COROLLARY 16 . The lattice of all hereditary radicals is distributive. COROLLARY 17. If {α:J is a collection of radicals and a is a hereditary radical, then a A (V^) = V;( α A cc { ).
EXAMPLE. For each prime p, let Z p denote the integers mod p. Let J^v = {Z p }. Jίf p is a special class. Let a p denote the associated special radical. a v is hereditary [2] . cc p (R) -Π{/ an ideal of R: R/I = Z p ) for any ring R [2] . Let β be the (x; x) radical, and let Z denote the integers. Then 0 = (β V (A P a p ))(Z) Φ (\ p (β V a p )){Z) = Z* Since the lattice of hereditary radicals is complete, this shows it is not dually Brouwerian.
The above example shows that the lattice of hereditary radicals is not complemented since complemented distributive lattices are dually Brouwerian. We now show that the Jacobson radical does not have a complement in the lattice of all radicals. If it did, all simple Jacobson radical rings (we allow rings with square 0 to be simple) would be semisimple for the complement radical. Let E denote the even integers. For every ideal (2ri) of E, (2ri)l(kri) is a simple Jacobson radical ring, hence E is semisimple for both the Jacobson radical and its complement. Hence the Jacobson radical does not have a, complement.
The lattice of special radicals is also Brouwerian. We first need a characterization of the join of special radicals in the lattice of special radicals. If a and β are special radicals, let a V s /3 denote the join of a and β in the lattice of special radicals. PROPOSITION 18 Let {αj be a collection of special radicals. If Jίί a . is the class of prime a r semisimple rings, then {\i^/S ai is a special class for VίP roof. The {^CJ are special classes for the {#J [2] . Clearly Γ\i^a. is a special class and W({\i^a) ^ V A> where denotes the upper radical of Πί^C^ If Pis a prime ring, then P is a α r semisimple for each a t and hence is in Since V s a * i s the upper radical determined by the collection of prime VΛ-semisimple rings [2] , (we have V s^ί PROPOSITION 19. The lattice of special radicals is Brouwerian.
Proof. Again we prove the infinite distributive law a A (V< α i) = V' iS (a A cti), where a and a { are special radicals. We always have a Λ (V< «<) ^ Vί (« Λ a % ). If a A (VA) > Vί (« Λ ^), then there exists a prime V Λ a Λ α^-semisimple ring P which is a A (VA)radical. This implies that P is α Λ «< semisimple, but α-radical and hence α r semisimple for each a^ We have then that Pis a A (VΛ)semisimple since P is y^α r semisimple by Proposition 18. 4* Atoms* In this section, we determine all the atoms of the lattice of hereditary radicals. We also show that this lattice has no dual atoms.
Hoffman and Leavitt [9] have shown that if Jxf is a hereditary class of rings, then the lower radical ^f{Ssf) is hereditary.
We recall that a subring I of a ring R is accessible if there is a finite chain of subrings / = I γ <^ 7 2 <* ^ I n = J?, where 7 € is an ideal of I ί+1 .
We allow simple rings to have square 0. PROPOSITION 20. If S is a simple ring, J*f(S) is an atom in the lattice of hereditary radicals.
Proof. Let a be a hereditary radical such that 0 < a L et R be a ^-radical ring. If T Φ 0 is a subdirectly irreducible factor ring of R with heart H, a(H) -H. Either H is a simple ring or H 2 = 0. If H 2 = 0, pick x Φ 0 in H. Then the ideal of H generated by x is a cyclic group with zero multiplication, hence has a factor ring which is simple. In either case, we obtain a simple ^-radical ring K. Since a <^ J^f{S), K is .v^(S)-radieal and hence contains an accessible subring isomorphic to S [1, lemma 1] . K is simple, hence K is isomorphic to S. This gives J5f(K) = S?(S) ^ a. Proof. If a is hereditary, we can obtain a α-radical simple ring S as in the proof of proposition 20. Clearly 0 Φ -^(S) ^ a.
We denote by \S\ the cardinality of the set S. PROPOSITION 
The lattice of hereditary radicals contains no dual atoms,
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a is a dual atom. I. a is hypernilpotent. If not, a(Z) -0, where Z denotes the integers with zero multiplication since the Baer lower radical is the lower radical of Z [12] . Since a is hereditary, we also have a(Q {) ) = 0 where Q f) denotes the rational numbers with zero multiplication. Let Q denote the rational numbers with ordinary multiplication and <V*)> the ideal of the formal power series ring Q [[x] ] generated by x n . (x n yi(x ϊι \} ~ Q o , which is ^-semisimple, from which it follows that ζxy is a α-semisimple. Also β{ζρo}) ~ 0, where β is the Baer lower radical since <V> is a prime ring. We then have (a V 0)\cc} = 0 and hence a V β < 1, contradicting α's being a dual atom.
II. Let F(#) denote the free ring with ^ generators. F()&) is not α-radical for every cardinal ^ since every ring is a homomorphic image of a free ring and a < 1. Let y^ be an infinite cardinal with α(^(«i)) -*XKi) Let .,# = {R: \R\ £ KJ ^(../Γ) is hereditary since ^// is [9] . /'/. \,./if) % a, and we show in III below that F{\^%) is not a V ^(.^/r)-radical for any fc^ > ^. Therefore a V / (. /^) < 1 and a is not a dual atom.
III. Let K, > Ni Let A = Π {I ideal of F^): F(^3)/I is in ,//2' and a(F(^3)/I) = 0}. A is a proper semiprime ideal since is a homomorphic image of F(^j) and a is hyparnilpotent. A is invariant under automorphisms of FO&j). It follows the \F(\ξ s )/A\ = fc^ since the generators must be distinct modulo A. Let I/A be a nonzero ideal of FQft^/A and i + A Φ 0 be in I/A. Let x t and x, be generators of i^XV^ ) not in the expression for i. There is a homomorphism / of ίXHi) on t° a ring S with |S| ^ fc$i> a (S) = 0, and /(i) r^ 0. /(ΐ) does not annihilate S since S is semiprime, hence there is an s in S with /(i)s Φ 0. Clearly there is another homomorphism h onto S with h(i) = f(i), h(x % ) = 0, and /&(a? 5 ) = s since F (\$ d ) is a free ring. We then have h{i)(h{x 3 ) -h{x % )) = /(i)s =£ 0. It follows that ixi + A Φ ixj + A and that |//A| = )£ 3 . Let J/A be an accessible subring of Fd^/A.
There is a chain J = I o ^ I, ^ -> ^ I n = F(Ki) with I; an ideal of I in .
Let J* be the ideal of F(V^ ) generated by J. Then (J*/AΓ £ ^/^ [2] and (J*/A) 8Λ is a nonzero ideal of F(K)M since a is hypernilpotent. We then have \J/A\ = \ξ jm We conclude that no accessible subring of F(^j)/A is in ^/?, hence by [1, Lemma 1] 
so that (a v / (.
5.
Pseudocomplements* In this section, we shall study pseudocomplements in the lattice of hereditary radicals. Pseudocomplements exist since this lattice is Brouwerian [Prop. 15] .
The following proposition is a restatement of Theorem 3 of [14] in a special case. Let a be a hereditary radical. By a*, we denote the pseudocomplement of a in the lattice of hereditary radicals. If a and β are hereditary, let (a': β) denote the largest hereditary radical 7 such that 7 Λ β £ CΪ.
For a hereditary radical a, Andrunakievic [2] has constructed the largest radical a' such that a(R) Π a'{R) = 0. Clearly, if a! is hereditary, a' -α : . Andrunakievic has shown that when a is hypernilpotent or is subidempotent (every ^-radical ring is /-regular [7] ), a! is hereditary. He also has shown that a! is subidempotent if a is hypernilpotent and conversely.
Following Andrunakievic, we call a ring R strongly α-semisimple if every homomorphic image of R is α-semisimple. The radical class of a' is then characterized as the collection of all strongly α-semisimple rings, a' is also the upper radical determined by the class of all subdirectly irreducible rings with α-radical hearts [2, p 183] EXAMPLE. Let A be the algebra over the rationale with basis 1 and a with a 2 = 0. If a is the radical which assigns to each ring its additive torsion subgroup, then a is hereditary and a'(A) = A. Clearly Aa is nonzero ideal of A isomorphic to the additive group of the rationale with zero multiplication. Clearly a'(Aa) -0, hence a! is not hereditary.
The above example is also a counterexample to a theorem of Michler [16] . Michler's corollary 3.20 [16, p. 33] states that <x r must be hereditary. His error can be traced to Lemma 3.19 where he assumes that every homomorphism of an ideal Koϊ a ring R is induced by a homomorphism of R. This error renders several of his other results false in his section 3D. PROPOSITION 25. If a is a hereditary radical, then R a * = {R: every accessible subring of R is strongly a-semisimple}.
For hereditary radicals a and β, we generalize Andrunakievic's result [2, p. 184 ] to obtain the largest radical 7 such that 6. Complements* In the previous section, we characterized pseudocomplements in the lattice of hereditary radicals. In this section, we give some partial results as to which of these pseudocomplements are actually complements. If a and β are complements, then any ring R is a subdirect sum of an α-semisimple ring and a /3-semisimple ring and a(R) + β(R) is a large ideal of R. Complementary radicals then give a nice decomposition of rings.
Suppose that a is a complemented hereditary radical. Its complement is its pseudocomplement α*. a** must be the complement of α*, hence we have #** = a. If Z is the zero ring of the integers, either a{Z) = Z or α*(Z) -Z, hence either a or or is hypernilpotent. In this section, we shall always assume a is hypernilpotent and α* is subidempotent.
It is clear that if ,9* is a radical semisimple class, a ,• (the radical associated with the semisimple class .9^) is complemented. Stewart [19] has characterized such classes. A class ,S^ is a radical semisimple class if and only if there is a positive integer n, such that a ring R is in S^7 if and only if x n = x for every x in j?. We enlarge this class of complemented radicals with. Suppose to the contrary that a V OL % Φ 1, then there is a nonzero ring R with α:(jβ) = a*(R) = 0. i2 is a subdirect sum of rings in S?~ and a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible ring with ^-radical hearts. Since \Jt~\ is finite, there is an integer such that x n ~ x for every x in every ring of jf~l Therefore x n = x for every x in R* If G is a subdirectly irreducible factor ring of R, then G must inherit this property and hence G must be commutative [10] with non-nilpotent heart. Hence G is a finite field. Let n be the smallest integer greater than 1 such that x n = x for every x in R. Clerly |Gj divides n. If G is α-radical, then \G\ < n, otherwise G would be in JK If R is a subdirect sum of ^-radical fields {GJ with \Gi\ dividing n for each i, it is clear that the least common multiple d of the | Gι I must divide n and d < n. Hence x d = x for every x in R, a contradiction. Hence (a: V &*)(R) Φ 0. COROLLARY 29. A ring R cannot be a subdirect sum of each of two finite disjoint collections of finite fields.
Corollary 29 is in contrast to the example given in § 2 of a ring which was the subdirect sum of each of two disjoint infinite collections of fields. Note that the fields in that example could be finite by choosing F, = GF{p 21 ). Since a = α**, we have by [2] that a is special. In fact a has a special class consisting of subdirectly irreducible rings. Since a is hereditary, a subdirectly irreducible ring will be semisimple if and only if its heart is semisimple; hence, a is completely determined by the simple ^-semisimple rings.
Let R be a ring. We recall that the centroid of R consists of all endomorphisms of (R, +) that commute with both left and right multiplication by elements of R. Toward characterization of α-semisimple simple rings, we have PROPOSITION 30. Let R be an a-semίsίmple simple ring with R 2 φ 0. If a is a complemented hereditary radical, then the centroid C of R is finite.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that C is infinite. Since R is simple, C is a field [11] . R can be regarded as an algebra over C Let can be written uniquely as Σ; y % (x) q τ (x). This is mapped to Σi Vi ® (Qi( x ) + ( x ~ α )) This is 0 if and only if q.fx) is in (xa) for each i. Now f) a ker(l (x) p a ) = 0 since C is infinite. R[x] then is a subdirect sum of copies of R and hence is α-semisimple. Let / = a* (R[x] ). I Φ 0 since a V ac* = l xl is a nonzero ideal of I so a*(xl) = x/. Clearly (a;/) 2 ^ .τ/. α* is subidempotent hence xl is /-regular which implies (xΓf = xl [7] , a contradiction.
There clearly remains a gap between Proposition 30 and Proposition 28 which we have been unable to close.
